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Abstract: The measurement of a chimney axis is an engineering geodesy task. These measurements
allow to assess the technical condition of chimneys and are usually carried out for reinforced concrete
chimneys. When measuring high chimneys, the main problem may be the need to go a long distance
to take a measurement. The surface of the chimney can also be problematic because it can absorb so
much light from the range finder that total station reflectorless measurement or laser scanning will
not be possible or will be affected by significant error. Chimneys made of stainless steel are also used
today. They are not as high as reinforced concrete chimneys, but measuring them using reflectorless
total stations or laser scanning can also be problematic. Problems arise from the reflective surface of
these chimneys. The article presents a comparison of measurement results of a stainless steel chimney
fragment obtained from total station measurement and laser scanning. Similarities and differences in
the obtained axis of this chimney fragment are presented.
Keywords: geodesy; measurement; chimney

1. Introduction
In construction, periodic measurements of verticality of high chimney axes/tilt from vertical,
measurements of planarity of cladding, panels, facade glazing, and structural deformations are very
important [1]. In engineering and shipbuilding industries, it is often necessary to check dimensions
and position of inaccessible devices or components without dismantling them and thus measurements
are made under unusual conditions. Example of such measurements can be control and inventory
shape measurements of various machines, installations, pipelines [2], pipes, chimneys, and plating
of vessels [3]. Traditional and modern measuring instruments and devices are used for mentioned
measurements works [4].
Chimney verticality measurements in static conditions are made using total stations, total stations
with a built-in camera [5], and laser scanning [6]. In the case of dynamic displacement measurements,
measurements with GPS receivers are used [7,8]. Accuracy of measurements made with total stations
and laser scanners depend on surface type of the measured object (absorption capacity for laser beam
from rangefinder and surface roughness). Research on the influence of surface type on measurements
made by total stations and laser scanners and possibilities of their application are carried out, for
example, by authors of [9–16]. One of the most difficult surface types to measure are reflective surfaces.
This is because most of the laser beam is reflected from the surface, not scattered. As there are elements
with a highly reflective surface, whose geometry must be controlled, several solutions have been
created that enable their measurement [17–19]. An example of elements whose geometry must be
controlled are mirrors of solar concentrators [20,21].
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This article presents the use of a total station and a laser scanner to measure or control (from the
available side) axis fragment of an operated chimney made of stainless steel. Results of measurements
were presented and compared. Conclusions about the usefulness of two methods used to examine the
verticality of stainless steel chimney’s axis fragment were formulated.
2. Location, Chimney Description, and Measurement Methods
The measured combustion chimney is located at research hall’s outer wall at Gdansk University
of Technology. Chimney stiffening is a steel grate construction. Surface (background) directly behind
the chimney is a large glazed area in the hall wall. Near the chimney, along wall of the hall, there is a
built-in trim over a length of several meters and a width of over 1.0 m (Figure 1a).
To perform control tests of verticality of chimney’s fragment axis and compare results, two
independent measuring technologies were used:
•

•

measurements with Leica TS02 total station (angle measurement accuracy (standard deviation Hz,
V, based on ISO 17123-3) 7”, distance measurement accuracy (standard deviation, based on ISO
17123-4): to a point on the foil 5 mm + 2 ppm, reflectorless measurement 2 mm + 2 ppm) [22] and
measurements with Leica C10 laser scanner (accuracy of point location mapping over a distance
of 1–50 m at a level of 6 mm) [23].

Before measurements, environment and spatial conditions at the chimney’s location were examined.
Then, a spatial measuring matrix was designed and established in the local coordinate system x, y, z
(Figure 1b). The location of measuring stations was chosen.

Figure 1. (a) View of the steel chimney; (b) points arrangement of spatial measuring matrix around
measured chimney.

The measuring matrix points were established on grey metal cladding panels of the hall wall
(points P1 and P2) and grating around the chimney (points P3 to P9). An additional parameter was the
chimney’s circumference measured with measuring tape (L = 3020 mm) and radius calculated on its
basis (R = 481 mm).
On the chimney mantle, four measuring levels with a height of 10 mm each were established.
The lowest level was assumed at the height of 0.90 m above the surface at base of chimney and was
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treated as conventional ordinate 0.00 m (level L0). The other three levels were at heights 1.43 m
(level L1), 1.75 m (level L2), and 2.08 m (level L3) relative to the chimney’s base level. Measuring levels
were marked as green lines and named L0 to L3 as shown in Figure 1b.
Basic tests of verticality of the chimney’s fragment axis were started by measuring with a laser
scanner from two stations, which lasted a total of about 20 min. The scanner stations were located 10 m
from the chimney. Then, measurements were made with a total station from two stations 20 m away from
chimney. The measurements at each station lasted about 10 min. Firstly, reflectorless measurements
of established measurement levels were made. After completing reflectorless measurements, five
reflective foils were placed on each established measurement levels. The foil’s location, if possible, was
also measured from two stations.
3. Results
Laser scanner measurements gave a point cloud that should correspond to chimney surface. From
the total station measurements, points were obtained that were to correspond to the chimney surface
at established measurement levels (reflectorless measurements) and position of reflective geodetic foils
attached to the chimney surface. To develop measurement results, OriginPro trial version software [24]
and CloudCompare software [25] were used (for data obtained from a laser scanner). In the case of
laser scanner measurement results, it was assumed that analysis will take points from +/− 0.5 cm range
from established measurement levels.
Each obtained data set at individual measurement levels was approximated by circles, obtaining
x, y coordinates of the chimney cross-section center and its radius R at a given measurement level.
Circle approximation was done in two stages. The first stage was approximating all measured points
on a given measurement level with a circle. Then, the deviations of points from the obtained circle
were analyzed. Points in which the distance to received circle were farther than doubled measurement
accuracy were removed. The new sets of points were approximated by circles again. Measuring points
used for circle approximation (black), unused measuring points (red), and circles which approximate
measuring points after filtration (red) are shown in graphs in in Figures 2–4.

Figure 2. Graph of measuring points obtained from total station measurements to reflective foils at
measurement level (a) 0.00 m and (b) 1.18 m.
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Figure 3. Graphs of measuring points obtained from total station reflectorless (RL) measurement at
measurement level (a) 0.00 m and (b) 1.18 m.

Figure 4. Graphs of measuring points obtained from laser scanning at measurement level (a) 0.00 m
and (b) 1.18 m.

Points “inside the chimney” visible in Figures 4 and 5 are points whose location was calculated by
scanner/total station software based on incorrect distance measurement (overestimated) by rangefinder.
In the case of incorrect measuring points, the course of laser beam was as follows (Figure 5):
•

•

the laser beam emitted by rangefinder, after hitting the reflective surface of the chimney, reflects
from the chimney’s surface line from the mirror and hits the surface of the grate element located
near the chimney,
the laser beam reflected from the grate element reflects from the surface of the chimney and
returns to the laser rangefinder.

In Figure 5 red solid lines with arrows represent real direction of laser beam. The red dotted line
represents the extended direction of laser beam before being reflected from the chimney surface.
Total stations and laser scanners (TLS) use polar coordinates (distance and two angles) to calculate
the position of a point in a rectangular x, y, z coordinate system. Distance measurement is performed
by a laser rangefinder. Overestimated distance used in point coordinate calculations mean that they
seem to be located “inside” the chimney.
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Figure 5. Phenomenon diagram of measuring point appearing “inside” the chimney.

As was mentioned before, based of circumference measurement, radius of chimney R was
calculated. Based on Equation (1), standard uncertainty of radius u(R) = 0.40 cm was calculated.
Expanded uncertainty of radius U(R) = 0.80 cm was calculated for a confidence level of about 95%.
Standard uncertainty of chimney circumference was estimated based on uncertainty consequently
from the measuring tape (rectangle distribution shape for 1 cm scale at tape gives uncertainty equal
0.29 cm [26]) and imperfections during measurements (not equal stretch of tape, not horizontal
placement of tape) and was estimated as u(L) = 1 cm.
u(L)
u(R) = √ .
2π

(1)

Received radius R of circles and their expanded uncertainty U(R) for considered measurement
levels are presented in Table 1. The data contained in Table 1 are presented in Figure 6.
Table 1. Radius of circles R and expanded uncertainty of radius U(R) obtained for considered
measurement levels.

H (m)

0.00
0.53
0.85
1.18

Total Station
Measurement to
Reflective Foils

Total Station
Reflectorless
Measurement

Laser Scanner
Measurement

Measuring Tape
Measurement

R (mm)

U(R) (mm)

R (mm)

U(R) (mm)

R (mm)

U(R) (mm)

R (mm)

U(R) (mm)

477.3
479.3
481.3
478.6

3.1
3.4
3.9
3.9

480.9
495.7
491.0
485.2

3.2
3.4
2.3
1.4

451.6
487.7
495.8
479.3

9.6
6.7
5.5
5.3

480.6

8.0

Based on x, y coordinates, deviation of cross-sectional centers at i-th measurement levels from a
vertical line passing through center of the lowest measured cross-section was calculated using equation:
q
ri =

(xi − x0 )2 + ( yi − y0 )2 ,

(2)

where: xi —x coordinate of circle center at i-th measurement level, yi —y coordinate of circle center
at i-th measurement level, x0 —x coordinate of circle center at the lowest measurement level, y0 —y
coordinate of circle center at the lowest measurement level.
Standard uncertainty of deviation of cross-sectional center from vertical line u(ri ) was calculated
as combined standard uncertainty (Equation (3)) [26]. Substituting into Equation (3) ri as f, calculating
partial derivatives from ri (Equation (2)) we obtained Equation (4) for calculating standard uncertainty
of deviation of cross-sectional centre from vertical line u(ri ).
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(4)

where: ∆x—component of deviation of cross-section center from vertical line relative to x axis
for i-th measurement level, ∆y—component of deviation of cross-section center from vertical line
relative to y axis for i-th measurement level, ri —deviation of cross-section center vertical line at i-th
measurement level, u(xi )—standard uncertainty of determining x coordinate of circle center at i-th
measurement level, u(yi )—standard uncertainty of determining y coordinate of circle center at i-th
measurement level, u(x0 )—standard uncertainty of determining x coordinate of circle center at the
lowest measurement level, u(y0 )—standard uncertainty of determining y coordinate of circle center at
the lowest measurement level.

Figure 6. Radius R at the considered chimney’s measurement levels.

Deviation of cross-section center from a vertical line passing through the lowest measured
cross-section r and their expanded uncertainties U(r) are presented in Table 2. Expanded uncertainties
U(r) were calculated for a confidence level of about 95%. Data contained in Table 2 are presented in
Figure 7.
Table 2. Deviation of cross-section centers from a vertical line r and its expanded uncertainty U(r) for
considered measurement levels.

H (m)

0.53
0.85
1.18

Total Station Measurement
to Reflective Foils

Total Station Reflectorless
Measurement

Laser Scanner
Measurement

r (mm)

U(r) (mm)

r (mm)

U(r) (mm)

r (mm)

U(r) (mm)

1.3
0.3
5.7

5.4
4.2
7.4

15.7
7.6
4.1

10.0
8.3
6.7

48.1
57.4
34.4

7.6
7.1
7.0

To compare the cross-section radius for individual measurement levels obtained from
measurements by various methods, a statistical test was used:
R1 − R2
,
ZR = p
2
u (R1 ) + u2 (R2 )

(5)
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where: R1 , R2 —section radius obtained from two mutually compared measuring methods for a
given measuring level, u(R1 ), u(R2 )—standard uncertainties of cross-section radius obtained from two
mutually compared measurement methods for a given measurement level.

Figure 7. Deviation of cross-sectional centers from vertical line at considered measurement levels.

As null hypothesis, the hypothesis about equality of cross-sectional’s radius obtained from
measurements with two considered methods was adopted. The tape measure was a reference
measurement. Despite the fact that measuring tape measurement had high measurement uncertainty,
it was treated as a reference because of the lack of surface influence on circumference measurement by
this method.
To compare deviation of cross-sectional center from the vertical line for individual measurement
levels obtained from measurements by various methods, a statistical test was used:
r1 − r2
Zr = p
,
u2 (r1 ) + u2 (r2 )

(6)

where: r1 , r2 —deviations of cross-sectional center from the vertical line obtained from two mutually
compared measuring methods for a given measuring level, u(r1 ), u(r2 )—standard uncertainties of
deviations of cross-sectional center from the vertical line obtained from two mutually compared
measurement methods for a given measurement level.
The null hypothesis was the hypothesis about equality of deviation of cross-sectional center
obtained from measurements with two considered methods. The reference measurement was total
station’s measurement to reflective foils.
C = {z : z ≤ −z0.975 = −1.960 or z ≥ z0.975 = 1.960}.

(7)

The first considered statistical test was a comparison of cross-section radius R obtained from
total station reflectorless measurements and obtained from the measuring tape. The hypothesis
about equality of obtained cross-section radius, at an established significance level, was rejected for a
cross-section at 0.53 m and 0.85 m high.
The second considered statistical test was a comparison of cross-section radius R obtained from
total station measurement to reflective foil and obtained from measuring tape. The hypothesis about
equality of obtained cross-section radius, at an established significance level, was not rejected for all
considered cross-sections.
The third considered statistical test was a comparison of cross-section radius R obtained from laser
scanner measurements and obtained from measuring tape. The hypothesis about equality of obtained
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cross-section radius, at an established significance level, was not rejected only for a cross-section at a
height of 1.18 m.
The fourth considered statistical test was a comparison of deviation of cross-sectional centers from
vertical line r obtained from total station reflectorless measurements and measurement to reflective
foils. The hypothesis about equality of obtained deviation of cross-section centers, at an established
significance level, was rejected only for a cross-section at a height of 0.53 m.
The fifth and last considered statistical test was a comparison of deviation of cross-sectional centers
from the vertical line r obtained from laser scanner measurements and total station measurement to
reflective foils. The hypothesis about equality of obtained deviation of cross-section centers, at an
established significance level, was rejected for any measurement level.
4. Conclusions
As expected, total station measurement to reflective foils were not a problem (Figure 2). The only
difficulty was partly limited visibility of some measuring points caused by presence of steel grating
stabilizing the chimney. For all measurement levels, the radius of chimney R was equal to the radius
calculated based on measuring tape. If possible, measurements to reflectors mounted to chimney
reflective surface should be performed.
Based on the measurements carried out, it can be seen that the process of measuring with a laser
scanner and reflectorless measurements by total station were disturbed by the highly reflective steel
surface of the chimney. This is noticeable in the distribution of measuring points (Figures 3 and 4).
Points located “inside” the chimney arose as a result of distance measurement to a grating surface
located near the chimney. Thanks to filtration of measurement data, points which were clearly different
from the approximated circle, were rejected.
In the case of a reflectorless total station measurements, a small number of points enabled
quick identification of incorrectly measured points. For most of measurement levels, deviation of
cross-sectional centers was equal to deviation calculated based on results of total station measurements
to reflective foil. Despite filtering measurement results, cross-sectional radius R agreed with reference
measurement only for half of the measurement levels. This measurement method should be used with
caution if used for chimneys with reflective surfaces.
Results obtained from laser scanner measurements was the worst compared to other used methods.
Deviations of cross-sectional centers were not similar to reference deviation. Only one cross-section
had a similar radius R to the reference value. Laser scanner measurements should be avoided for
stainless steel chimneys, especially if there are additional objects near chimneys.
Troubles with calculation of deviation r and radius R, based on laser scanner measurements, were
caused by many points that were incorrectly measured due to the reflective surface and grating close
to chimney. Performed filtration was not able to reject all incorrect points. Probably, filtration based
on knowledge of position of objects near the chimney, approximate position of chimney’s surface,
laser scanner station, and knowledge of incidence angle of a laser beam for which measurement to a
reflective surface will not be possible. In this way, it will be possible to reproduce the directions and
angles of the laser beam, which will likely measure objects other than the chimney surface. This technic
will be similar to ray-tracing commonly used in computer graphics. This algorithm will be checked in
future by authors of this article.
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